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"Just as in medicine, my point is to 
help make even complicated  issues 
in science and technology easily 
understandable for a general pub-
lic. It is a signifi cant building block 
in helping to inspire the younger  
 generation for science. That is why 
I very much appreciate that  medial 
quality and general intelligibility 
 associated with it are also  applicable 
assessment criteria in the presenta-
tion of research."

UMSICHT FRIENDS AND PATRONS GROUP
The Association for the promotion of environmental, safe-
ty and energy technologies (UMSICHT Friends and Patrons 
Group) is an important component of an animated and 
highly productive fi eld of the Fraunhofer Institute UMSICHT.

The members of the Group support the institute in the reali-
zation of research and development ideas for environmental, 
safety and energy technologies. Moreover, the Group par-
ticipates in organizing congresses and seminars, supports 
young and guest researchers and announces the UMSICHT 
science award.

www.umsicht-foerderverein.de

Partner:

to promote industry-oriented 
environmental, safety, and energy technology

UMSICHT-
Science Award

CATEGORIES SCIENCE AND JOURNALISM

APPLICATION DEADLINE: FEBRUARY 28, 2015

Prof. Dr. med. 
Dietrich Grönemeyer

APPLICATION DOCUMENTS
For application forms as well as an option to upload 
your documents, see:
s.fhg.de/science-award-2015 

Please submit all your documents as pdf fi les. Please provide 
audio-visual media in a copyable, common format.

Complete application documents include:
  Application form (fi lled in and signed)
  Science publication or journalistic publication
   A summary, if the publication comprises more than
10 pages (max. 3 DIN A4-pages)
   Motivation letter with the title "This is the reason why 
I am engaged in research" (max. one  DIN A4-sized page)
  Curriculum vitae with photo 

JURY
The jury comprises selected scientists, entrepreneurs, self-
employed persons, journalists and PR specialists. 

Application deadline: February 28, 2015

ADMINISTRATION OFFICE
Christina Demmer 
Verein zur Förderung der Umwelt-, Sicherheits- und 
Energietechnik e.V. (UMSICHT-Förderverein)
Osterfelder Strasse 3, 46047 Oberhausen, Germany

Phone +49 208 8598-1152
wissenschaftspreis@umsicht.fraunhofer.de

Managing Director
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Görge Deerberg



AWARD CRITERIA
The UMSICHT Friends and Patrons Group is awarding the 
 science award in the fi elds of environment, safety in process 
engineering, and energy. It is awarded in the categories  science 
and journalism. Professional and linguistic correctness as well 
as a a perfect representation are essential in both categories. 
The text "This is the reason why I’m engaged in research" 
is an individual selection criterion for two equivalent works. 

SCIENCE CATEGORY
Especially important for the evaluation is the subject-specifi c 
level and the sustainable benefi t of the work for environment 
and society. The innovation grade and the market and appli-
cation orientation are emphasized as well as a comprehendi-
ble and convincing presentation. In addition to dissertations, 
fi nal reports, studies and white papers, etc. are also welcome. 
In case of works by teams, the applicant's individual share must 
be marked. 

JOURNALISM CATEGORY
In the journalistic fi eld the medial form is open. Print, online, 
audio, video: everything is possible. Important evaluation 
 criteria are the vivid and comprehendible representation of a 
topic  relevant to society and science and the originality of the 
author’s opinions. In case of works by teams, the applicant's 
 individual share must be marked. Mere concepts, books as well 
as photo works cannot be evaluated.

"One can prove a high level of education by explaining the 
most complicated things in a simple manner." George Bern-
hard Shaw, a Nobel laureate, was right: a really talented person 
is one who can explain something complicated in a clear way. 
This is the fi fth time that the UMSICHT Science Award has been 
announced by the UMSICHT Friends and Patrons Group, for 
people who make scientifi c results accessible to society in an 
outstanding manner. The UMSICHT science award in two cate-
gories (science and journalism) is aimed at promoting the dialog 
between science and society on current topics in the fi elds of 
environment, safety in process engineering and energy.

ENDOWMENT
The endowed prize money is divided into a 10,000 EUR prize in 
the science category and two 2,500 EUR prizes for journalistic 
works.

PARTICIPATION REQUIREMENTS 
All and any works dedicated to the topics of environment 
 protection, safety in process engineering, or energy are admis-
sible. They should not be older than two years and can be 
submitted in German or English.

SCIENCE CATEGORY
Dr. Thomas Mayer-Gall received an 
award for his report "Recovery of 
valuable metals from diluted residue 
fl ows by means of textiles modifi ed 
by polyelectrolytes". The aim of the 
research project is to recover valuab-
le metals such as palladium from in-
dustrial water-diluted residue fl ows 
by means of functionalized textiles.

JOURNALISM CATEGORY
Gábor Paál was awarded for his 
radio report “Rice from skyscra-
pers: urban agriculture against food 
shortage". In his report for the 
"Wissen" (Knowledge) segment of 
the SWR2 radio station, he descri-
bed methods of urban agriculture 
as approaches for the solution of 
problems with food and other es-
sential items. 

JOURNALISM CATEGORY
In his report "Consider nature 
when answering the call of  nature" 
("Not(durft), die erfi nderisch macht") 
published in GEO, issue 6/2012, 
Dr. Bernhard Albrecht describes 
how the hygienic requirements and 
 environmental protection requi-
rements of  different cultures are 
met, especially concerning restro-

oms. Today using restrooms mostly means a consumption 
of fresh water and production of waste water. Dealing with 
this matter, Albrecht highlights numerous aspects of process 
engineering.

Dr. Thomas Mayer-Gall

Gábor Paál

Dr. Bernhard Albrecht
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Sculpture exclusively designed by Hans-Dieter 
Godolt for the UMSICHT Science Award.


